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ABSTRACT
This paper empirically examines personality influences on consumer buying
behaviour of fast food. The purpose of the paper is to determine personality influences on the
buying behaviour. The paper adopted the survey method. The questionnaire was distributed to
consumers within the Port Harcourt Metropolis, out of 200 questionnaire distributed, 180
were retrieved. The data were analyzed and formulated hypotheses were tested using simple
percentages, multiple regression analysis and t- test statistics. The study reveals that there
is positive and significant relationship between self-confident and consumer occupation in
their buying behaviour. It implies that consumers are sensitive in their personality influences
and the occupation which affects their buying behaviour. Therefore, it was recommended
that fast response organization need to encourage the customers to enhance patronage
and create adequate advertisement.
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Introduction
In our present society, it's miles vital to recognize
advertising and having a sturdy attention to
knowledge of purchasing behaviour on how it
allows the client and also endorse the crucial affects
on choice making inside the marketplace area.
Kotler (1997) described advertising as a social and
managerial method by using which people and
agencies achieve what they want and want through
growing, providing, and exchanging merchandise
of value with others. Kotler and Armstrong (2010),
described advertising as a social and managerial
manner with the aid of which individuals and
companies get what they need and want via creating
and changing cost with others. Therefore, consumer
fee affords the foundation for all advertising and
marketing activity and merits the eye of each patron
researcher (Keng, Tran and Lethi, 2013).
Consumer behaviour is greater than just the bodily
buy of merchandise however alternatively covers a
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extensive variety of activities from the hassle focus
level thru publish buy behaviour thoughts, or
reviews to fulfill their wishes and dreams. It entails
the study of humans's needs, motivations and
notion approaches utilized in deciding on one
product over some other, and their patterns of
buying distinctive goods and offerings (Onu,
Akhimien and Orji, 2014). but, it's miles worried
with people, and businesses select, buy, use,
remove goods (Halliru, 2013). The purchaser
purchase merchandise to reflect their personality.
The sort of house, cloths, furniture, home
equipment, automobiles, earrings people buy may
also reflect their personalities.
Strictly speaking, seeing that individuals or groups
differs, so their personalities are, the essence is that
the impact of one’s personality satisfies that
particular or people as well as a collection impacts
his/her personality. In other phrases, different
psychological factors determine the behaviour of
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the purchaser inside the marketplace region. one of
such determinant is the character of the character
purchaser (Ezirim, Oraene, Orji, Iyanda and
Anyanwu, 2005).
persona is a person's steady sample of response. it is
an inner structure in which enjoy and behaviour are
related in an orderly manner. Kotler (1997), defined
persona as someone's distinguishing mental
characteristics that cause tremendously consistent
and enduring responses to his or her environment.
Persona is a set of distinguishing human
psychological traits that results in tremendously
co ns i s t e n t and e nd u r i ng r e s p o n s e s to
environmental stimuli (Mullin, 2010). It describes
the business enterprise of the person's
distinguishing person trends, mindset and habits
(Kotler and Keller, 2006). it's miles typically
defined as having one or more characteristics along
with criticism, compulsiveness, ethnocentrism,
dogmatism, authoritarianism, introversion/
extroversion, aggressiveness, social person,
extomorphic, endomorphic, mesomorphic and
competitiveness (Mehmet, 2012). One individual
isn't like different now not handiest in the bodily
elements, but additionally in persona kinds. it's far
one of the elements that impact one's behaviour in
the marketplace area. What a customer purchases,
while and how she or he purchases are inspired via
his persona types (Sarker, Bose, Palit and Haque,
2013).
Marketers of diverse production look for ability
character tendencies that their target market may
monitor, and purpose marketing campaigns at
improving the personalit y of the target
organization, together with experience the Rev,
“Proud to be one of a kind”. “Be important”, “be
successful”, are advertisements aimed toward
improving persona (Onu, 2000). in this a part of the
society extensive advertisement marketing
campaign want to be executed significantly to the
neighborhood (rural areas, specially the use of local
languages which includes “we don come”, we full
digigba”, “we dey make one-of-a-kind”, and “we
make a wofo plent y- masses” ( Authors
commentary, 2017) inside the rapid reaction
businesses, which includes the safety firms or
clothes, retail businesses or dealers or the GSM
networks and so on. in the society, not additionally
concentrating in the urbanized areas alone.
Personality therefore, in our contest is all the
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inherent characteristics that explain the way an
average Nigerian (in our local society)
predominately the Riversman is and how that
influences his or her social environment and buying
behaviour.
Personality is usually described in phrases of such
traits on self esteem, dominance, autonomy,
deference, sociability, defensiveness, and
adaptability (Kassarijian and Sheffet, 1981).
personality can be a useful variable in analyzing
purchaser behaviour, supplied that character types
can be labeled accurately and that sturdy correlation
exist among positive persona sorts and product or
brand choices. In essence, customer items industry
is also a carrier enterprise, which include the fast
reaction groups. This industry offers clients with
style of customer items which might be vital to
satisfy everyday demand quick or unexpectedly.
inside the client goods industry there are masses of
product lines and different purchasers buy distinct
merchandise to fulfill their demand. here persona
plays an essential role in purchasing their favored
products (Sarker et al, 2013). The fact stays that
personality influences have crucial and decisive
effects on forming attitudes and intentions of
consumers for a product or logo. therefore,
consumers is stricken by behavioural intensions
such as a way to make client by means of and pay
greater, developing his logo preference, lead them
to inform others suitable matters approximately the
product or logo (Marat, 2011).
Consequently there may be need to honestly
observe the outcomes of persona have an effect on
that control behaviour on the manipulation of the
mandating variables if you want to making viable
killings or income. This examine intends to analyse
personality impact as a determinant for client
buying behaviour within the fast reaction
organization.
Research Problem
Purchaser behaviour tends to check clients' needs
and wants. It represents the studies on how
individuals, organizations, and businesses choose,
purchase, use, and do away with items, offerings,
thoughts, or revel in to meet their desires and goals.
The problem inherent in this study is to determine
purchasers buying behaviours of the short response
businesses.
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Research Questions
The research questions are as follows:
1. How does self-confidence influence consumer
behaviour of fast response organization?
2. Does self-confidence influence the consumer
buying behaviour of the fast response
organization?
3. How does self-confidence affects buying
behaviour of the consumers?
Research Hypotheses
H01: There is no significant relationship lin
kingself-confidence and occupation of
customers in the consumption.
H02: There is no significant relationship linking
self-confidence and consumers' lifestyle in
consumption.
H03: There is no significant relationship linking
self-co nfidence and eco nomic
circumstances of the consumer in
consumption.
Review of Related Literature
Conceptual Framework

Personality
Influence

Consumer
Behaviour

Self-confidence

Occupation

Life style
Economic
circumstance

Fig. I: Conceptual/Operational Framework on Personality Influences on
Consumer behaviour: A study of Fast Response Organization.
Source: Desk Research, 2017

Personality is normally described in phrases of such
developments as self-self assurance, dominance,
autonomy, deference, sociability, defensiveness
and flexibility. persona may be a beneficial variable
in analyzing consumer behaviour, supplied that
personality kinds may be categorized appropriately
and that sturdy correlations exist among character
sorts and product or brand choices. In any
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individual person, certain personality tendencies or
affects dominates others as a result of which people
are labeled as sociable, aggressive, criticism, aloof,
pleasant, charismatic or obnoxious. it is a idea
which bills for the plain consistencies and
regularities of behaviour over the years and across a
variety of scenario (Onu, Akhimien and Orji, 2014).
Personality has been understood as a unique
manner wherein tendencies, attitudes and aptitudes
are prepared in an character and this attracts interest
to the methods in which character range from each
other via the ordinary configuration of trends.
Every client is specific in term of his or her
ambitiousness, competitiveness, conservatism
degree of extroversion and so forth (Sarker et al,
2013). additionally Kotler (1997), emphasised the
quantity to which personality has its wonderful
have an effect on his or her shopping for behaviour,
that is, agency might find out that many prospects
have excessive self-self assurance, dominance, and
autonomy, which rightly suggest that firms, be it
laptop, or protection firms and the grocery store
clothing in Port Harcourt companies, or the short
reaction employer commercials to enchantment to
those developments. Infact, Ezirim et al (2005)
argued that, it's far unlucky that thus far a
universally applicable definition of character is yet
to emerge. As a result, a higher manner of
understanding what character absolutely is, is
through the numerous character theories. it's miles
more unfortunate that character theorists have
failed to come to a consensus amongst themselves
on which character concept influences the client
behavioural sample. both the psychoanalytic trait
and thing, and social gaining knowledge of theories
of personality do now not agree completely at the
intake behaviour of the character. Criticisms
towards one principle led to the emergence and life
of some other and the chain maintains. What's
crucial is that marketers capitalize on
understanding of the distinct theories to section
their markets and satisfy the specific markets
profitably. One could agree that personality
definitely exist and it's far real (Ezirim et al, 2005).
Dursun (2009), personality is a set of constant
capabilities and behavioural styles that help person
fit his environments. Character causes human
beings to evaluate the whole thing around them
through suggest in their personal tendencies.
Sometimes, human beings in shopping centers say
“this fabric does not reflect my character” or this
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displays my individual” (Mishra and Detta,
2008).inside the works of Murat (2011), Cetin
(2009), Uztag (2003), Odabasi and Baris (2003),
which state that the definition of personality ought
to be based totally on the following 3 items.
i) Personality makes an individual different from
others
ii) Personality is consistent and permanent
iii) Personality may change
The activity of consumer behavior, and because the
consumer has similar characteristics that
correspond to these principles, are consistent and
consistent behavior towards money and the
purchase of goods and services, and their behavior
may change due to factors environmental impact,
such as the impact of other culture, employment,
lifestyle and extraordinary economic conditions.
They are rightly referring to purchases and other
activities related to the consumption of people
participating in the exchange process (Mehmet,
2012). Therefore, the behavior is motivated or
intentional. Sarker (2013) notes that the behavior is
aimed at achieving the objectives of obtaining
products, services, retail or ideas.
Simply, the better the customer's understanding of
the company, the more likely it is to succeed on the
market. Knowledge of consumer behavior will be
of great help for the planning and implementation
of marketing strategies in a competitive
environment, such as Nigeria (UN, Achim and Orji
2014).
Theories of Personality
There are pretty some theories of character
advanced via researcher primarily based on their
own interpretation of personality traits. a number of
the predominant theories are: Neo-Freudian
concept, Socio Psychoanalytic theory, Gestalt
theory, Stimulus response theory, Cognitive theory
and Trait idea. plenty emphasis right here that the
theoretical framework upon which our observe is
based on are Neo-Freudian idea and trait idea.
Neo-Freud ian idea b elieves that social
relationships are essential to the formulation and
improvement of character. Alfred Adler considered
people as seeking to achieve diverse rational goals
which he referred to as style of life. He additionally
located a good deal emphasis on the individual
efforts to conquer emotions of inferiority e.g by
way of striving for superiority. The Neo-Freudian
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idea describes folks that left the psychoanalytic
society and formed their own college of idea.
however, most theories stile preserve at the idea
have the same underlying ideals of psychoanalysis,
most significantly the view of the subconscious as
an essential pressure in human emotions,
cognitions and behavior. Murrat (2011) and Sartler
(2013), human beings constantly try to establish
extensive and profitable relationships with others.
He changed into particularly involved with
individual effort to reduce tensions, such as anxiety.
Many marketers uses some of those neo-Freudian
theories intuitively. Schiffman and Kanuk (2008)
notes entrepreneurs who function their products or
services as offering an opportunity to belong or to
be appreciated by others in a group or social putting
could seem to be guided by means of
characterization of the detached person.
Trait principle represents a quantitative technique
to the take a look at personality. This theory
postulates that an individual's personality consists
of exact predisposition attributes called
developments. A trait is more in particular
described as any distinguishable, exceedingly
enduring manner in which one individual differs
from every other. Such personality developments
i n c lu d e co mp u ls iv e ne s s , am b it iv e ne s s ,
gregariousness, dogmatism, authoritarianism,
enthnocentrism, introversion, extroversion,
aggressiveness and competitiveness. Schiffman
and Kanuk (2008), trait researchers have observed
that it's far normally more practical to count on
persona to be related to how patron make their
selections and to the acquisition or intake of a
extensive product class in place of a particular
emblem.
This idea is based totally at the concordance with
Johari and Hee (2013), Sarker et al (2013), Mehmet
(2012) and Shimai and Otake (2002), who asserted
that every location of the arena have people with
precise personality elements particular to them and
which affects their buying behaviour, and it's far left
for a researcher to use his or her cost judgment to
decide with unique persona component we sense
are commonplace to his or her to as institution and
applied them.
Personality Measurement
Psychology, at some point of records, has tried to
establish the systematic and generalizable
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framework which explains the variations among
individuals. There range of theories are set increase
a good way to determine the similarities and
variations among people and to are trying to find
how similarities and variations organizes as a shape
or version. As cited by means of Murat (2011),
blood might cause an excited character, black gall
would purpose melancholy, yellow gall would
cause an angry persona and sputum could reason a
reckless persona. also, the amount of this liquid
within the frame could decide the mood of the man
or woman.
Systematic method began in 1884 with Galton, who
took the words associated with character in English
Language into consideration. His studies were
followed through Thurnstone. In his have a look at,
Thurnstone attempted to explain personality in 60
personality trends and five trendy subjects
(Mulyanegra, 2009). In Sigmund Freud's
psychoanalysis theory, persona is divided into
super ego, ego and identification and develop as a
result of an interplay among them. This approach is
one of the simplest and popular character theories
of our generation, although it has skilled some
adjustments and has been criticized as it omitted
ancient and sociological situations explained in
character development handiest with subconscious
techniques (Unlii, 2001).
Personality Influence and Consumer Behaviour
Consumers buy products to reflect their personality.
The type of clothing, furniture, appliances, cars,
jewelry that people buy, can reflect their
personality. It is like an attitude towards the
profession, lifestyle and economic circumstances,
and it seems that people in a higher class tend to buy
expensive products. Therefore, marketers develop
their products, their products and advertising and
advertising campaigns, keeping in mind the
individual types of target customers (Sarker et al,
2013).
People today are worried about their image and
their status in a society that is a direct material
prosperity. It is interesting to note that a person's
status is projected through various symbols, such as
clothes, accessories and personal items. Our way of
life is reflected in our individuality and in our
concepts, like every client. Lifestyle consists of a
person's lifestyle, determined by his activities,
interests and opinions.
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But Mehmet (2012), Kassarjian and Sheffet (1991),
Pervin (1997) and Plummer (2000) have criticized
the idea of ?connecting the person to all decisions
regarding the purchase or purchase. They claimed
that it is wrong to oversimplify the influence of the
individual, because not all goods and services are
aware of personal factors in patronage. Therefore,
Mehmet (2012) has focused its research on
experimental goods and services. He argued that,
since the hedonism theory is an influence that
emphasizes experience-based products, a host for
the pleasure, happiness, and excitement that
represent hedonism has much in common with the
personality. Pervin (1997) categorically stated that
it is very difficult to give a clear assessment of
whether a person as a single global or global design
is a good indicator of behavior without other
relevant consumer information, such as
demographic characteristics, attitudes, motivations
and values. Therefore, we support the argument of
Mehmet (2012), therefore,
we apply selective activities of personal influence.
Empirical Studies
Several researchers have been conducted on the
impact and influence of the personality and
behavioral patterns of consumers. For example,
Tan, Foo and Kwek (2004, Ranjbarian and Kia
(2010), Mehmet (2012), Johari and Hee (2013),
Sarker et al (2013), Murat (2011), Shimai and Otake
(2002). researchers used some form of personal
factors specific to its focal region, and established a
partial or complete relationship linking these
factors and influences and the behavior of
consumers in these regions .Study Randzharbana
and Kiya (2010) focused on impact of the five
fundamental traits of personality (The Big Five)
based on the size of the consumer account.In this
sense, the role of the product was also seen as a
replacement of the belt.The result showed that in
the population studied Big Five not significant
effect on the size of the set format .Competitive
participation product aspect was the positive and
direct relationship with the set size.
Mehmet (2012), using the personality trait of the
Big Five, established relationships linking them
and experimental purchases in the region of
Norway. Johari and Hee (2013), also using five
fundamental personality traits based on multiple
regression analyzes, established relationships
linking them and consumers of medical services in
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Malaysia. While Murat (2011), using five basic
personal factors, established a connection linking
the four of them and the consumption of mobile
phones in the Nigde region in Turkey. But Sarker et
al. (Sarker et al., 2013) have raised these efforts to a
higher level by selecting the nine personality
factors from both the neo-Freudian theory, and
because of the established relationships and in the
complete and partial relationships linking them and
the behavior of consumers of buyers in the Huna
region of Bangladesh. Our study seriously on the
idea Sarker et al (2013) of four personal factors of
the theory of the two dominant neofreydov theories
and traits that are considered essential for
consumers, particularly in the United Fiumi rapid
response organizations.
Study Variables and Research Framework
In this paper, personality influences is our predictor
variable with its measures as self-confidence while
the criterion variables is measured as occupation
and lifestyle and economic circumstances.
Personality Influences: Typically refers to such
traits that can be useful variable in analyzing
consumer behaviour.
Self-confidence:persona is generally described in
phrases of such developments e.g dominance,
autonomy or deference of the customer e.g
instructors or legal professionals.
Occupation: Man's occupation also influences his
consumption patterns.
Lifestyle: people from subculture, social class and
employment can lead a peaceful lifestyle.
Economic conditions: it consists of their reasonable
income, for example, level of income, stability and
temporal characteristics, savings and assets.
Of these study variables, our work is expressed in a
functional relationship, as indicated below
:
CB = f (PI)
1
PI = SC2
CB = O, L, and EC
3
Where:
CB
=
Consumer Behaviour
PI
=
Personality Influence
O
=
Occupation
L
=
Lifestyle
EC
=
Economic Circumstances

Methodology
The research method was used for this study. The
primary data tool was a questionnaire, which was
confirmed by research specialists in the field of
study, and secondary data were obtained from
relevant textbooks, magazines and periodicals. The
study population consists of 185 fast-response
home organizations, shyly located in supermarket
suits and randomly selected for research.
The questionnaires were conducted in five selected
rapid response organizations. The methods used to
analyze data and test hypotheses formulated are
simple percentages, multiple regression analysis
and t-test statistics. Multiple regression analysis
shows how a set of variables is able to predict a
particular result. This is the best approach, because
we have a set of variables in different personal
factors and we want to know how each of them,
such as the consumer's profession, lifestyle and
economic circumstances, explains how a group.
Results/Findings
We choose 4 major personality influences as our
variable in line with our formulated hypotheses,
each of these variables has 3 questions and attached
scale points. Strongly Agree (SA) 4 points, Agree
(A) 3 points, Disagree (D) 2 points and Strongly
Disagree (SD) 1 point.
Hypothesis
H01
There is no significant relationship linking
self-confidence and consumer occupation of fast
response organization.
Table 1: Res ponses to Questionnaire and Calculation of Correlation
Option
X(points)
Y (Responses)
XY
X2
SA
4
156
624
16
A
3
19
57
9
D
2
7
14
4
SD
1
3
3
1
185
698
30
10
Source: Field survey, 2017

Y2
24336
3249
196
9
27790

There is a positive relationship linking selfconfidence and consumer's occupation in the
buying behavour of the consumers.
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t = test =

Table 3: Responses to questionnaires
and calculation of correlation
Option X(points)
SA
4
A
3
D
2
SD
1
10


Y (Responses)
167
12
4
2
185

XY
668
36
8
2
714

X2
16
9
4
1
30

Y2
27889
1296
64
4
29253

Source: Field survey, 2017

Since the calculated 't' (3.580) is greater than the
tabulated value of 2.35 at five percent level of
significance, we therefore reject the null hypothesis
and accept the alternative.
Hypothesis 2
H02: There is no significant relationship selfconfidence and consumers lifestyle.
Table 2: Responses to questionnaires and
calculation of correlation
Option
SA
A
D
SD

X(points)
4
3
2
1
10

Y (Responses)
165
15
3
2
185

XY
660
45
6
2
713

X2
16
9
4
1
30

There is a positive relationship linking the selfconfidence and economic circumstances of the
consumer.
t = test =

Y2
27225
2025
36
4
29290

Source: Field survey, 2017

There is a positive relationship linkingselfconfidence and lifestyle in the consumers buying
behaviours.
t = test =

Decision
Since the calculated 't' (4.05) is greater than the
tabulated value of 2.35 at five percent level of
significance, we therefore, reject the null
hypothesis and accept the alternative.
Hypothesis 3
H03: There is no significant relationship linking
self-confidenceandeconomic
circumstance

Since the calculated 't' (2.512) is greater than the
tabulated value of 2.35 at five percent level of
significance, we therefore reject the null hypothesis
and accept the alternative.
Conclusion
Personality is a very vital thing of the buying
behaviour in a general sense. The character affects
entails extraordinary purchasers' behaviour and has
one-of-a-kind persona traits which reflects the
buying behaviour in the market region. The have a
look at became performed in Port Harcourt, the
short response organisation (supermarket
enterprise) to find the character at dominance in
influencing the buying behaviour. The result from
this examine discovered that some factors such as
career, existence and monetary situation in trait
principle and other factors have sizeable
relationship with the shopping for behaviour of the
human beings. In this case, the findings decorate in
addition help to the assumption that personality is a
highly relevant explanatory idea in the
consumption of goods and offerings.
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Recommendations
The paper recommends that:
1. There is a positive and significant relationship
linking self-confidence and consumers
occupations in their buying behaviour.
2. The respondents believes that marketers or the
fast response organization have not done
enough to encourage the manufacturers (fast
response firm) and patronages in respect to
lifestyles.
3. There is a positive and significant relationship
linking self-confidence and economic
circumstances of the consumers.
4. The degree of acceptance of a product is strictly
based on the economic status of the consumers,
therefore, both the government and other
organization should carry out adequate and
intensive advertisement, alongside on the fast
response firms to enhance customer loyalty on
products.
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